
UU Study Abroad Report Form

faculty/college Humanities 

level  bachelor’s  master’s 

name study programme Media en Culture studies 

destination city & country Nashville, United States of America 

name university abroad Vanderbilt University 

start date 13 / 08 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 15 / 12 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The application process was a bit of a hassle, because some of my papers were lost in the mail and about some 

deadlines, we didn’t get a heads’up. The first stages here in Utrecht were easy and I got notice of my acceptance 

early on. Yet, to apply at the university in the USA, you really need to stay on top of your to-do list. The whole 

Visa process is a lot, but if you follow the steps given by UU international Office you will be fine. Then, at least for 

Vanderbilt, you need to send some papers and forms with signatures, and that had to be done within a few 

weeks so to get all that done was quite stressful. Also, you need to apply and fill out some forms  in the online 

system of Vanderbilt, which takes you a second to understand.  

Nonetheless, especially Vanderbilt was very helpful. Our international counsellor there, Suzy Wang, was amazing. 

I send her lots of emails with “My mail is lost, Help!’ or “I don’t understand ..”, and she always responded quickly 

and provided good information. So, sometimes it was stressful, but as long as you ask around and make a good 

to-do list/list with deadlines you will be fine!  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

Utrecht University was not always as helpful to be honest. Mainly due to the fact that our counsellor here was 

yet to begin her job in this region, as I understood, so for many questions I had to go to Vanderbilt or my study 

mentor. Yet, they did always respond and wanted to help out as much as they could. Also, the introduction 

sessions and a session on how to apply for a VISA, those where very helpful!  

academic preparation 

For Vanderbilt you have to have a certain GPA, the average of a 7.0 here. Luckily, I already had that so that 

wasn’t a problem. Besides, this semester was for me an additional program to my studies, so basically, I was 

already graduated. Therefore, I wasn’t pressured that I needed to get certain grades at Vanderbilt.  

language preparation 

Because of the UU contract with Vanderbilt you don’t have to do an English test when you arrive. I myself did 

most of my studies in English, so the language barrier wasn’t a problem. Afterall, Vanderbilt provides lots and 

lots of services, as for instance a free English Writing centre. They can easily help you out if you are struggling 

with your writing or speaking. The teachers there do expect you to write without mistakes, but if you ask or tell 

you have trouble writing in English, I am sure they are more than willing to help you.  TIP: As a dyslectic 

individual language is always hard, yet I use a program named Grammarly to revisit all my papers, which really 

helps!  

Contact exchange@uu.nl if you want to get into 
contact with one of our students. 



And if you worry: you are still probably way better in English than most of the international students from Asia 

when you arrive;)  

finances 

The tough part, finances. First of all, they payments all go really smoothly. Vanderbilt has a nice online system, 

very clear, and they will give you a heads-up for all the payments. Also, if someone else is paying for you, you 

can give that person permission to go into the system and pay for you.  

Vanderbilt, as it is a quite prestigious and private school, is expansive. Yet, in comparison to most other schools 

in the USA that you can go to, I do think you pay in the end about the same. The tuition fee is about 5000. 

Meal plan about 1900.  

At Vanderbilt it is mandatory to take a Meal-Plan so that is something you need to think of. Nonetheless, Its 

nice that someone cooks for you every night and you also get “free” money to spend on restaurants for it. Also, 

Vanderbilt has one of the best dining facilities in the states. Don’t expect too much, but on average the food is 

quick good and there are also a lot of Vegetarian/vegan options.  

Housing about 5000 

The housing was quiet a lot for what you get, especially in comparison with our Dutch housing standard. It 

really depends on where you will get placed, but overall most facilities are quite nice. Especially from 2020 on, 

they have a huge brand-new complex, so that will be really nice. Also, for this fee you get access of course to all 

facilities as the gym for instance.  

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

First of all, getting the courses you want can be quite difficult as you as an international get, as I believe, a later 

date/access to schedule your courses and most courses will already be taken. Nonetheless, for many courses I 

put myself on the waiting list, which often will still get you in and I also emailed some professors who helped 

me get into their course. There is also plenty of time to change courses or drop one if you don’t like it. 

Scheduling it was a bit stressful/disappointing, but once I was there everything was taken care of and I had a 

blast in my classes. You need to take five courses for a minor, but as I did this next to my program, I could take 

four which was a blessing. The courses I followed: 

-Cowboys, Gangsters and Drag Kings; introduction to Masculinity studies.

A critical approach to what masculinity is and theory surrounding this gender construct. We had to write three

small essays, be present, do a presentation and had 5 pop-quizzes (in class we had to aqnser a question

regarding the literature). In class we mostly discussed about topics and the literature. We watched/listened to a

lot of content as podcasts, documentaries, video clips and also had two real live interviews with a guy from the

army and a transindividual.

-An introduction to writing for screen and stage

In this class you learn to playwright and screenwriting, and understand how to write narratives, good stories

and construct stories for these media. The teacher was strict, but awesome and so fun! For this course we had

to write two drafts/final products of 15 minutes, we had to write a total of 9 exercises, visit 6 theatre shows +

two films + write reviews, and also, we had to write a one-minute play and perform it on stage. There was some

literature and films you had to prepare, but it after all it wasn’t as much as for other courses.

-Human sexuality

In this course we learned everything about human sexuality. Think about topics as the anatomy of genitals,

sexual orientation, sexual behaviours, abortion and prevention, etc. This course consisted of 11 small

assignments and 3 multiple choice tests of 80 questions. The literature consisted only 1 book of which you had



to read a chapter (or two) a week. I learned a lot from this course, the lectures were very fun, yet it all is 

presented from a very evolutionary standpoint which is a very one sided view.  

-Sex and society

In sex and society, we learned all about the meaning of sex within our culture, policies surrounding sex and the

history of how prejudice about sexual activities has come to exist. This course was mostly focused on moral

philosophy. We had to think about what is wrong or what is right/accepted within society is and why? For this

course you had to write for every class a 200-word summary about the readings, write a case study review, a

short paper of a 1000 words and an Op-Ed. The class was interesting, yet sometimes the readings a bit

boring/long. For every class, two a week, we had to read about 2-4 papers.

academic quality of education activities 

Overall, I think that all professors were really smart and educated. The class discussions were interesting, and I 

read a lot of things that really made me change my opinions about certain issues. The quality, I would say is 

quitted the same as Utrecht. Yes, it was easier to get good grades and professors were easily impressed. 

Nonetheless, it did feel as I had to do so much more and was studying way more than at UU.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

Very good! Besides the international office, Vanderbilt is supportive in every single way. It is an Amazing 

university that wants to make you successful and provide all the resources you need. The teachers are there for 

you 24/7 (some even give their phone numbers), there are office hours from you professors you can go to ask 

questions or just have a nice chat (they love that!), professors responded really quickly on your emails and were 

also always willing to help you out if you had a problem. Vanderbilt itself has MANY resources you can also go 

to for help. A small list would be: 

-writing centre.

-Mental health centre. (free yoga classes, counselling and even free massages)

-LGBTQ centre

-Project SAFE (for sexual assault and sexual safety. You can just walk in and talk with a social worker)

-Student Health (good doctors and free STI testing)

-Student services Center (for questions about VISA’s, working, etc. Your staying in general)

-Immersion Centre (Academic centre, where they can help you with your own research, or if you want to do

anything else like open art installation, start making a musical; they can help you)

-Career services.

-Own police force (they can bring you home at night if you are afraid to walk back)

And so on! When you arrive, the introduction consists of three days listening to lectures all about how to do 

things, what services they provided, how to study at Vanderbilt, about your visa, Sexual Assault, etc.  

transfer of credits 

Very easy! Through an online system you can send a coded link to a PDF with your grades to your university. 

That takes about 2 minutes. Also they can send it via post if you want to, but that will I think take about 3 weeks 

as the university, in my case, was closed during winter break.  

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

When I arrived at the airport on a Tuesday, near the exit, Vanderbilt had its own stand with some advisors, 

students and the school mascot to welcome all new arrivals. It was very nice that they helped me with 

activating the free code I got from Vanderbilt to get a free uber ride to the university, and also a student helped 

me to carry my bags to the uber. The airport was only 20 minutes away and I arrived at campus around 18:30. 

As all international students were invited for diner and a meet up, I got to immediately grab some food and 



check in for my key. Also, really sweet was that after the diner the organisation brought me to my room with a 

golf car so I didn’t have to walk.  

Then the Wednesday to Friday we had three days full of lectures from 9;00 to about 15:00. These lectures were 

about organisational stuff as Visa and housing, but also about safety, sexual assault, mental health and services 

on campus. They also took everyone to a shopping centre to get supplies and things for your room. Then, in the 

weekend all regular students came, therefore, luckily we were free and could spend it on exploring and meeting 

other students.  

accommodation 

I was very lucky with housing, as I was placed in Chaffin on Highland. These are small two-story houses, with 

two double rooms. So downstairs we had our own living room and kitchen, and upstairs we had a bathroom 

between two rooms with two beds, and a desk. My roommate came from a French university but was originally 

Dutch. This made it of course very easily to communicate and he became one of my best friends. The other two 

housemates were American, and we had lots of fun with them. Besides they often took us with them to their 

friends and parties. The house was very noisy though and especially with these two roommates the house was 

often a mess. Only the bathroom gets cleaned by housekeeping on campus.  

Then for other housing. In general on campus many buildings are very nice. One giant complex is now being 

build, one was finished in 2019, and one other is less than 6 years old I believe. Then one other building is really 

old, but they don’t often place international students there, and Highland has many buildings that are quite old, 

yet (like my chaffin) these are all apartments for 4 or 2 persons so that is still quite nice. 

Most dining halls were very nice too, the food was good (and a lot!), most classroom buildings were very 

modern too and the gym/recreation is giant! Highland is right beside the recreation centre and is free for 

students.  

leisure & culture 

Vanderbilt is, besides it great academics, also known as a bit of a party school. There are many fraternities, the 

tailgate parties twice a month in fall are big too, and in general people like drinking/going out. Downtown 

Nashville is only per bus or uber 15 minutes away, so it is really easily to go out at night. Then a different 

sportsbar district is right beside campus, and 2 big gay bars are located on a 20-minute walk distance. Besides, 

Nashville is known for its many bars and concerts. There are a lot of venues and performances that you can go 

too, and many awesome (sometimes secret) bars you can find all over the city.  

Then, Vanderbilt also has about 300 clubs. From sport clubs to Asian student club, to multiple theatre clubs, to 

a club that writes political review papers; for everyone there is something. I myself joined the volleyball club for 

a while and the figure skating club. Vanderbilt latterly has an agenda that couldn’t be fuller. They organize many 

free activities that you can go to, and often people even just go there for the free food or t-shirts you get. 

Especially in the beginning of fall, every club has events and the University itself organizes lots of events as a 

tour through dorms, pizza parties, first tailgate party, etc. For instance, when it was LGBTQ History month in 

October, the LGBTQ Life Centre organized an event almost every day. Vanderbilt really wants their students to 

have a fun time too on campus, and that clearly showed. What they also organize are lectures and panels by 

professors and celebrities. For instance, I went to a lecture by Terry Crews (Brooklyn 99) about masculinity, and 

a seminar/Q&A with Tan France (Queer Eye)!  

After all this, you still have NASHVILLE! The city of music! It is so much fun that the University is within the city, 

because that means you get to explore alot. To be honest, Nashville isn’t the most touristy city with pretty 

buildings and a big history, or at least, not if you don’t like country. Nonetheless, Nashville has many cultural 

events, sports games (of course), MANY great restaurants and, as I already said, a great night life.  Besides there 



are many other things you can do; visit old plantations, breweries, shopping centres or the pretty nature 

outside Nashville. Some say it is becoming more popular than Las Vegas as a party and bachelor(ette) party 

destination. For sure, I can say; you will see dozens of bachelor parties each night;) 

For LGBTQ life, Nasvhille is also really great. You have three gay bars near campus and also a monthly party QDP 

(21+) is hosted in east nasvhille every month. Living in a big city is for LGBTQ individuals always nice, and that 

really showed as Nashville has about 700.000 civilians. Especially in the Vanderbilt Bubble, but also in the city I 

felt quite safe to be myself and go out on dates. The city is in the end a very progressive and democratic blue 

dot, within the southern red states.  

suggestions/tips 

First of all, you really can make all your dreams through as long as you persuade them! I really made memories 

there as I went on the best dates ever, met the most wonderful people and been to the coolest restraunts or 

clubs. Nashville offers a lot, and you can easily go to Broadway and activities, but it can be even greater if you 

really search for it.  

-Barcalona restaurant (Near campus)

-Grilled Cheesery (Near campus + you can spend Vanderbilt food-money)

-ART- Crawl (Every first Saturday of the month you can go do an Art Crawl at night and visit for free gallaries and

the museum + you get free wine)

-Trolley tour (I really recommend doing that in your first weeks! You really get a sense of the city that way)

-Tennessee state museum (Free to visit)

-Nashville pride in spring

-Nelson’s Green Brier Distillery (Really fun! It’s a tour through a whiskey distillery with an amazing history +

Tasting! I never liked whiskey, but since I’ve been there, I can really appreciate it)

-Founders Walk!! (A welcome to all new students. Exchange students aren’t really invited, but just get a shirt

from the transfer student and join them. It is really one of the most American, and funniest things I’ve ever

done. This event is in the first weekend of orientation.)

-FGL house or Luke’s (on Broadway, but every month

-Play on Wednesday (student) night (gay club near campus, lots of people go there)

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

YES! Vanderbilt is really a great university in all its ways. It was such a bubble with amazing teachers, students 

and activities, while at the same time within Nashville and lots of time/space to go off ‘campus. It is really a 

tight community, and everyone is very driven to be get the best grades and careers. Nonetheless, most people 

really had to work hard to go to Vanderbilt. It is a very inclusive and progressive place, and I really miss being a 

Dore. As a gay guy, I have never felt this safe and accepted within a urban space. I really feel proud to have 

been a part of the community and Vanderbilt is really just the full package; it has great academics, good 

accommodation, nice people/staff, lots of fun/parties and all of that in the dynamic city of Nashville.   

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Before I went, I met up with the other student who was going to Vanderbilt. As it is a small university you for 

sure will run into each other and it is nice to have a Dutch contact there. In the end, she and I have become 

great friends☺ Besides, there aren’t many exchange students there, but we as a group of 7 (four from French, 



two from NL and one from Melbourne) we really made our own club. It was nice to have this friend group of all 

exchange students, beside my American friends.  



UU Study Abroad Report Form

faculty/college Humanities 

level x bachelor’s  master’s 

name study programme Taal- en Cultuurstudies 

destination city & country Nashville, USA 

name university abroad Vanderbilt University 

start date 12 / 08 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 12 / 12 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

This was a lot of work, stretched out over a few months. The first part was not that hard, you just have to make 

sure to gather all the right documents and write your motivation letter. Some advice for that: make it as specific 

as possible. Why that country, why that university, why would you be a good fit there? After I heard I got 

accepted by UU and Vanderbilt, I had to gather another bunch of documents (grades, courses, but also 

immunization for instance). My one advice: send them out on time! As soon as possible. You have to physically 

send them by mail. My letter got lost in the mail and this cost a lot of stress, as they were gone for weeks (while 

the deadline approached).  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I did not have a very positive experience with this, as it was difficult to get in contact with the right person. 

What helped for me was the info session, where I was able to meet the one other student that went to 

Vanderbilt. We texted a lot in advance, so we helped each other out. We also met up to get a beer and get to 

know each other - I would really recommend that if it is possible, it was nice to already know at least one 

person! I also emailed a lot with the Vanderbilt counsellor, even before I arrived, that was super helpful. 

academic preparation 

I didn't do anything special to prepare. 

language preparation 

No special preparation required, Vanderbilt doesn't make UU students take a test or anything. If you're fluent in 

English, you should be fine.  

finances 

This was an expensive semester! Even though the 25.000 dollar tuition is covered, there is still housing (5500), a 

meal plan (2500), plane tickets and a mandatory insurance (3000). I thought it was totally worth it, but it is 

something that you should take into consideration. The insurance was a bit of an issue - my Dutch insurance 

covered everything, but Vanderbilt wouldn't take it (this policy changed recently for international students). At 

Vanderbilt, food is mostly covered by the meal plan, but you will need money if you want to do fun things: take 

an Uber, go to the movies, a restaurant, a club.  

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

Vanderbilt offers a lot of cool courses, also very specific ones (Jewish Alien Fiction, anyone?). As an exchange 

student, you are probably the last one that can enrol, so a lot of them were already booked up. My advice is to 



enrol for the waitlist and stay on that for as long as possible. During the first two weeks, there is a lot of 

switching around and there is reasonable chance that you will still get in. I ended up with 5 courses I really liked, 

3 of them from the waitlist. You could also try and email the professor in the first week to see if something can 

be arranged. It worked for me once, but some professors do not appreciate it, so it's up to you if you want to 

try it.  

When it comes to course load, it was very different from what I was used to. Instead of 2 courses per quarter, I 

took 5 courses at once for the whole semester. It felt like I was in high school again! There was also a lot of 

'homework', mandatory attendance and weekly quizzes. It was a lot of work, but I wouldn't say it was very hard 

to get a good grade. The tests/assignments were not that difficult, but I did have to put in quite some  hours to 

get it all done. As long as you keep up with everything, you'll do fine.  

academic quality of education activities 

What I really liked were the small classes, with lots of group discussions. Most of my professors were great and 

they are really there to help you. You can email / text them with questions or go to their office hours. This 

personal approach was really nice and allows you to go in depth with the material if you want. I would advise 

you to step up to them after the first class to introduce yourself and explain that you're an exchange student 

(they don't get that many of them). They really appreciated that! 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

I emailed a lot with Suzy, she was the sweetest. She helped out with all sorts of questions - whenever I didn't 

know who to contact to arrange a certain thing, I would ask Suzy and she would gladly refer me.  

transfer of credits 

As I am writing this, it is not done yet. So far, so good, you can request a paper transcript online through 

Vanderbilt and they mail it to you.   

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

The six exchange students (not all UU) joined the International Orientation. These people were all freshmen, 

mostly from China. This made the first week into a bit of a weird experience, since we were told a lot of things 

that we already knew (not to plagiarize, how to behave in a Western country). It was a lot of powerpoint 

presentations in the mornings and then the afternoons, you were free to go wherever. There was a bus ride to 

Walmart, which was really convenient to get all your towels, bedding etc. I also joined a few of the activities for 

all new students (transfers, freshmen from the US), that was a lot of fun. We were not specifically invited for 

them, but if you asked if you could join, it was fine. I would recommend to do the Founders walk and the 

Anchor Dash if you can! Through this, I met a group of transfer students who became my friends later on.  

accommodation 

I lived in Towers, a group of four high rise buildings that will all be teared down by the summer of 2020. The 

info about my room assignment arrived really late, just a few days before I left - no problem, but just so you 

know that might happen. I got a single, and I felt very lucky for that since there aren't that many. You can opt in 

for it when you apply for housing, but it was not sure you would get one. My floor was really quiet, even though 

I shared it with approximately 25 girls. I never had to wait for the showers, for instance. I was fine with this - I 

liked being able to get some rest after the busy days. I really liked living on campus, as it helps to really dive into 

the Vanderbilt community. You are close to your classes, your friends, the dining halls, social events that 

happen on campus - it's just very convenient.  

leisure & culture 



Vanderbilt has an enormous amount of student organizations. I would really recommend to check out the org 

fair that is held in the first week of classes. I joined Vanderbilt University Theatre (VUT). I auditioned in the first 

week and got a role in an original play. It was a super cool experience that I will never forget. VUT is super 

professional, they have an on campus theatre and we had professors who directed, wrote the play, did the 

costumes. I also joined the sailing team, which was also very nice. The people were super fun and kind and it 

was great to go to practice every Sunday, to get off campus and have a good time on the lake. We also went on 

a road trip for a regatta - al great fun. The orgs are a nice way to meet people, pursue your hobbies or try new 

things!  

Vandy has a large on campus recreation centre, where you can do all sorts of sports. They also offer classes that 

you can join in on for free. I did some yoga and went swimming sometimes, really nice.  

Nashville itself is a typical city. For me, it took some time to get used to it and find nice spots to go to, especially 

since everything is kind of spread out. A lot things are not in walking distance, so I Ubered a lot and also used 

the electrical scooters. Some tips for places to go: 

- Jennies for ice cream

- The Grilled Cheeserie

- Art Crawl (gallery night on Fifth Avenue, every first Saturday of the month)

- Frothy Monkey for coffee / studying

- Frist Art Museum (modern art)

- Nama (sushi)

- Barcelona (great food & ambiance, go here if you miss Europe, reservation needed!)

- Play (very fun bar that also has drag shows, really nice open minded vibe)

- FGL House (bar near Broadway, not too touristy)

- Satay (Thai food, lots of Vandy students go there)

- Buffalo Exchange (thrift store)

- The Pharmacy (great burgers and tator tots)

- Henrietta Red (bit more fancy restaurant, really nice)

- Rolf & Daughters (idem)

suggestions/tips 

Some typical Vandy things that are fun to do: 

- go to a tailgate party at the frats (they start at 7 A.M. - it's crazy, but fun to experience at least once)

- get a panini caprese at Grins (worth the wait)

- buy a Vandy hoody at Barnes and Nobles to blend in with the Americans

- go to a play / dance recital / exhibition organized by a student org

- get free food / goodies at student org events

- get a Rand cookie during lunch

- have tator tots for breakfast

- go to a football / basketball / baseball game

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes! I had a great experience at Vanderbilt. I wanted to go to a school that could challenge me academically and 

that allowed me to experience the typical American college life. I definitely got that out of it. The courses / 

professors were great, the campus was beautiful, the students were really nice and I was able to make great 

friends (in some cases for life, I think). Nashville itself was not the greatest city I've ever been. There is enough 

to do, but if you have been to NYC, San Francisco or LA, for instance, Nashville cannot live up to that (in my 



opinion). But it was not a problem for me, since the campus was almost a little city in itself, where I felt really at 

home. And for a few months, Nashville was a totally fine place to be. Also, you can still visit other cities on 

break! 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Be sure to arrange your OV-vergoeding before you leave, since you have to do it at a ticket machine in the 

Netherlands and get a stamp from UU.  

Say yes to all the lunches / parties / events you get invited to, especially in the first weeks. That's how you get 

to know people! They will not all become your best friends, but that is fine. I had a few close friends and a lot of 

people that I could have lunch / dinner with, or that would invite me to things. So just hand out your phone 

number, you never know what will come out of it! 

Make sure to get off campus often enough! For sure because it's fun. But also, sometimes I felt a little homesick 

and it usually helped to go to a new coffee place or to grab a drink with friends. Even if it was just down the 

street! 



UU Study Abroad Report Form

faculty/college University College Utrecht 

level x bachelor’s  master’s 

name study programme Semester Abroad 

destination city & country Nashville, USA 

name university abroad  Vanderbilt University 

start date 15 / 8 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 15 / 12 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

Figuring out the required documents was quite troublesome but it eventually worked out. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

It was alright. Despite all the information that we were given by email, I felt that sometimes the details of the 

procedures that needed to be followed were lacking.  

academic preparation 

None was required. 

language preparation 

None was required. 

finances 

I received no financial aid for this study abroad program. I need to mention that Vanderbilt no longer offers the 

option to waive medical care, and that resulted in unexpected expenses on my part since I needed to purchase 

the pricey insurance offered by the school. 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I chose classes that were in my field of interest (psychology) and that were not offered at UCU. It’s always hard 

to learn to deal with new online platforms that each university has, and it required some emailing with the host 

university to settle everything. 

academic quality of education activities 

Vanderbilt is a very high-quality university and I really much enjoyed the classes I followed there. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The people at the GEO (Global Education Office) at Vanderbilt were super helpful in dealing with any problem 

that has come up. 

transfer of credits 

I haven’t started the procedure yet, but I have to say I’m not really sure how I’m supposed to contact the Exam 

Board. 



STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

Due to family reasons, I couldn’t attend the orientation week. 

accommodation 

I was hosted in one of the buildings on campus. It had less of a communal living feel than UCU, and it was a little 

hard to get adjusted to it at first. 

leisure & culture 

I had a bit of an unexpected culture shock around the end of my first month at Vanderbilt, but overall the 

culture is not too dissimilar from European ones. 

suggestions/tips 

Joining student activities on campus was really fun and helped me meet new people and feel connected to the 

rest of campus. Making friends can be hard when you’re staying somewhere for such a short amount of time if 

you’re not naturally extraverted, but student organizations are a good way to overcome the obstacle and meet 

people with your same interests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Vanderbilt is a wonderful school that offers plenty of opportunities and activities to all of its students, I would 

recommend it to others.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Coming to this university made me realize how close-knit UCU’s community is, and what it means to live and 

interact with a much larger student body. 

Can students contact you for additional info and do you give us permission to put this in the student reports on 

our website? If yes, please write down how they can get in touch with you (e-mail, Facebook, Instagram etc) 

-



UU Study Abroad Report Form

faculty/college REBO 

level Bachelor’s 

name study programme Economics & Business Economics 

destination city & country Nashville, U.S.A. 

name university abroad Vanderbilt University 

start date 13 / 08 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 18 / 12 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

Application through Utrecht University, after being selected I was required to send medical information, financial 

information and general information to Vandy by mail.  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

Preparation session (U.S. specific) was quite helpful for general information, Ingrid was very involved and 

always available for questions 

academic preparation 

I went over the Vanderbilt course catalogue with my study advisor to see what courses would fit in my 

academic program. Since enrolment at Vandy only starts near the end of July (for fall semester) and a lot of 

courses fill up fast it is wise to have a comprehensive list of courses you could take (with some reserves). 

language preparation 

Language of instruction is same as at home institution, so n.a.. 

finances 

U.S. in general and Vandy specifically is a rather expensive place to go to. Housing is approximately $5,500, 

health insurance $1,700 per semester and your minimal 8-meal-plan $2,000 (all mandatory). Make sure you 

have sufficient financial reserves/flow of income. 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I was enrolled in the college of liberal arts and sciences, which gave me access to courses in all disciplines. For 

my degree, however, I was required to take five economics/finance courses (five courses or eighteen credit 

hours is the regular course load). The enrolment website did not let me take more advanced courses since I did 

not meet the prerequisites according to their system. One email to the dean and everything was arranged for 

manually.  

academic quality of education activities 

I found the level of academics quite comparable to Utrecht University, with a slightly stronger focus on 

conceptuality instead of mathematics. The workload was a tad higher than what I was used to in Utrecht, but 

overall nothing to be worried about. What I definitely liked is that fellow students are more involved in classes 

and class discussions which made classes more interesting for me. Also class sizes are smaller and professors 

more involved, it was for example very normal to ask your professor to grab a coffee with you to explain a thing 



or two in private. Overall a university of very high quality academically. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

All incoming exchange students had their own contact person of the international office who would guide you 

to the right resources if needed. I didn’t really speak to her after she welcomed us in person, but it was a 

comforting thought to have someone if I had troubles with anything.  

transfer of credits 

Reported my courses to the Utrecht University board of examiners as soon as they were definite for me. I didn’t 

hear back anything for quite a while, but they were all approved in the end(as the study advisor had already 

said was likely). After I left Vandy I got a transcript sent to home address, delivered it to the board of examiners 

and everything was transferred within a week. The grade conversion is fair (A > 9, A- > 8.5, B+ > 8, if you keep 

up with the materials getting an A or B+ isn’t too hard). 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

There were five exchange students at Vanderbilt last semester (enrolled in the entire college) but we 

participated in the introduction for International freshmen. It was all a bit standard but you get to know a few 

peers and get a basic idea of campus and atmosphere.  

accommodation 

All undergraduate students are required to live on campus. Accommodation in general is pretty good, there are 

some differences in quality between the different buildings though. I ended up in a suite (apartment for six) 

with some American guys that became my closest friends and I went on a lot of trips with. I think generally 

speaking going for a suite is a great idea of you have the opportunity.  

leisure & culture 

There’s a lot of events organised by a lot of organisations on campus that are usually free of charge. But of 

course, Nashville is a great city that is very close with an Uber. Definitely go see a Predators game or go 

downtown on Thursday night. I also went hiking with my suitemates a lot in the weekends, East-Tennessee has 

some great mountain areas. 

suggestions/tips 

Both Knoxville and Memphis are easily reachable by car for a weekend. Especially Memphis is worth a shot. 

Also, if you like whiskey, pay the Jack Daniels Distillery a visit.  

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes, I definitely would. The university is a bit tougher academically than a lot of other American universities on 

the list, but I truly enjoyed my time and courses taken there. Vandy also has a great party culture and Nashville 

is practically in your backyard. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

n.a.
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